Conditions for participation:
1. Participants’ rafting participates at their own risk,
confirming by payment entry fee. 2. Participants are
required to dress a life vest and helmet. 3. Each boat
must be protected against drowning. 4. Weir in
Heřmánký moves boat mandatory!!! 5. Payment of the
entry fee 40CZK / person includes the necessary costs
of organizing the action, including the rescue aid weir
for both days. 6. Drive along the forest road will only
be possible during the event (see program) and is
allowed by the Forestry. 7. The end of the cruise in
Loučky at the bus stop, or at the bridge go until Loučky.
WARNING IN DANGEROUS WEIRS IN ODRY!!! 8. If
necessary, ex. an accident on the track, the participant
is obliged to provide assistance to a person who needs
it. 9. Ingress and egress outside the specified locations
organizer is not responsible. 10. The Sunday program,
from 11am-13pm, according to the number of
participants. 11. Micro bar at the finish: tea, rum,
stew...

ORGANIZERS

KČT Moravská Ostrava
Supported us:

More information in the following phone

map
POZOR! V ÚSEKU OKOLO ODER
JSOU ÈTYØI NEBEZPEÈNÉ JEZY
BEZ ZÁCHRANY!!!

15.

Opening

Odra in Maria Skala
20.3.- 21.3.2021

from the mouth of Budišovka (814.6 RKM) to
Jakubčovice (804.3 RKM) under favorable
conditions the ability to get the boat up to
Louček (800.5 RKM)

The action will take place under the condition
of abundance of water.

KČT Moravská Ostrava

numbers or web addresses phone:

tel.: 596 134 771, 733 610 333
731 600 333

www.jooonyyy.pl
www.campanulavodaci.cz

Possibility of renting boats
www.campanulapujcovna.cz

Rafting Oder is one of the events “Calendar
boating actions in the region of the MoravianSilesian 2021”"
The event is funded by the Moravian Silesian

PROGRAM
Saturday 20.3.
10am. – meeting and registration of participants at the parking lot at the Maria Skala and mass
departure to the starting point.

WARNING
11.30am. - start, a description of the route and the opening ceremony of the river.
12am. - collective rafting.
During the rafting opportunity to dine at the hotel “U Maria Skaly “ on the right bank of the river (809.6
RKM)

WARNING – rescue on the weir will be provided in the following hours: 12am. – 4pm. , and passage on
a forest path at 10am. – 1pm. (Permission of Forestry)

Sunday 21.3.
10am. - collective river rafting
WARNING – rescue on the weir will be provided in the following hours: 10am.-1pm. and passage on a
forest path at 9am. -11am. (Permission of Forestry)
** times are indicative may change according to the number of participants

Possibility of accommodation:
v hotelu "U Maria skály" www.mariaskala.ic.cz
Vodní Mlýn Wesselsky www.vodnimlyn.cz
Other selected boating public events in 2021
27.-28.3.

Ostravice - odemykání (od Šance)

10.-11.4.

Moravice v dubnu od Kružberk

8.5.

Otvírání ostravských řek (OVS)

26.6.

Rozmarné slavnosti řeky Ostravice

18.-19.

Moravice v září

25.9.

Ostravice zamykání (od Šance)

16.10.

Zamykání Ostravice a Ostravských vodáckých stezek .

